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Only STEEL can do so many jobs so well

Zoot Chute. In the processing of anthracite
coal, the best-dressed coal chutes, these days,
are wearing linings of Stainless Steel. For
where ordinary carbon steel chutes wear out
and have to be replaced in 2 months, chute
linings of stainless steel give 5 years of efficient service. In addition to hundreds of tons
of coal, 17,500 gallons of water flow over
these chutes each day.

OPPORTUNITIES
WITH U.S. STEEL

Steel and the Stars seem unrelated. But in almost every attempt man makes to learn

more about his universe, to build bridges to the unknown, steel
plays a vital part. Here,
for example, in the Palomar Observatory housing the 200-inch
Hale telescope—world's
largest—the rotating dome with precision balanced shutters is
made of steel, fabricated
and erected by United States Steel. Only steel can do so
many jobs so well.

,

Springs in the Corn.

•

•

Many farmers have discovered that they can
greatly reduce cribbed
corn losses resulting
from moisture damage
wAh U-S-S American
Flexi-Vents. These
large, flexible steel
springs, joined in long
lengths,suitably spaced
throughout the crib,
provide ventilation for
stored corn and guard
against mold spoilage.

UNITED STATES STEE
For further information on any product mentioned in this advertisement, write United

L

If you're thinking about what you're
going to do after graduation . . . if
you're interested in a challenging,
rewarding position with a progressive company... then it will pay you
to look into the opportunities with
United States Steel. Your placement
director can give you more details,
or we'll be glad to send you the informative booklet, "Paths of Opportunity." United StatesSteel Corporation, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

This trade - mark is your guide to quality steel

States Steel, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa.

AMERICAN BRIDGE .. AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE .. COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL
.. CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL .. GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING .. NATIONAL TUBE
OIL WELL SUPPLY .. TENNESSEE COAL & IRON .. UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS .. UNITED STATES STEEL
SUPPLY .. Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. • UNION SUPPLY COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL
EXPORT COMPANY • UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY
4-415

A true human equation?
We at General Motors think it is.
For, as a writer in our Engineering Journal phrases it:
"Every engineer must know how to make and
read engineering drawings, because it is the
basic method upon which all designing and
subsequent manufacture is based. It is certainly not a language to be learned only by the
comparatively few draftsmen who will be professional writers of it. But rather it must be
thoroughly understood by all who are connected with technical industry."
That's why we take a dim view of the present trend for
recent graduates to short-cut the drafting and designing room. For—not to mention the harm to the profession and to the industries it serves—there is even greater
harm to a young engineer's chances to build a sound
career for himself.
So — in discussing the many opportunities that await
the talented, hard-working engineering graduate who
elects to join the General Motors family — we must be
completely frank:

But on that drafting board you can blueprint a blue sky
future for yourself—which can range from high positions in engineering, manufacturing, projection, sales
or service—even to the top management group.
How about checking with your College Placement
Office and arranging for an interview with our GM
College Representative the next time he visits your
campus. Let him help you prepare to draft a sound and
satisfactory future at General Motors.

GM Positions now available in these fields:
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Those opportunities often start on a drafting board.

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan
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teeth for a 1000 h.p. bite ...
Undoubtedly you will recognize
this application of a familiar technique for studying stresses. In this
case, it was used to develop gears
that are less than 5 inches in
diameter yet easily transmit over
1000 horsepower.
Inherently, the design and development of aircraft engines offers
unusual opportunities for applying
basic engineering principles
learned in school. In few other
places can a technical graduate
utilize his education and abilities

more fully — gain recognition and
advancement.
Many of our engineers who had
important roles in developing the
most powerful jet engine known to
be in production — rated in the
10,000-pound thrust class — are
still in their twenties.
To those young graduates who
can see the career possibilities in
the rapidly evolving field of aircraft propulsion, we can offer a
real opportunity for growth and
professional development.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircraft Corporation

East Hartford 8,
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Editorial
Frontispiece
[nside the hull of this "indoor submarine"
s the first atomic engine ever to proluce substantial quantities of power. The
arge "sea tank" surrounds the reactor
ompartment. Courtesy of WESTINGOUSE.
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•Even before he was graduated from
the U. of Kentucky, Sam Griffin, Jr.
was "sold" on a job at Allison. His
brother-in-law, who is in Allison aircraft engine test section, had told him
about the many advantages and opportunities offered the young engineer with academic training like his.
So, when Sam left school in 1951
with his B.S. in Metallurgical Engineering, he came right to Allison
where he is now Experimental Metallurgist in Transmissions Operations.
Allison, along with its aircraft engine activity and production of bearings and Diesel locomotive parts, i4
the world's largest manufacturer of
Torqmatic Drives for heavy duty
Ordnance and commercial vehicles

and equipment. In all parts of the
world, Torqmatic Drives are in use
today in big trucks ... tractors ...
cranes ...shovels... tanks ... drilling rigs... and scrapers.
After Engineering designs a part,
such as—let's say—a spur gear,knowing what it must do, and the hardness
required to do its specific job, it's up
to the metallurgists to select a steel
and heat treatment to meet the specifications. That's an important responsibility in the Allison Transmissions
operations where as many as 700
different parts go through heat treat.
Proper control here means less rework, and when the perfect surface
is produced,the part is "ready to go,"
without grinding.

Sam has been doing pioneering
work in heat treatment control with
newly-installed equipment at Allison.
He is shown above, as final tests are
being made, at the panel of the Dew
Point Recorder which checks the
amount of moisture in heat treat furnaces. Twenty-four big furnaces are
controlled by these two- six-station
machines. It was his responsibility
to see that the equipment was installed properly, and he also trains
personnel in the proper use of the
equipment.
The long range program at Allison
offers unlimited opportunities to competent graduate engineers in various
fields. Why not plan early for your
engineering career at Allison.

7"0/Z DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION • Indianapolis, Ind.
Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES for modern aircraft ...
heavy duty TRANSMISSIONS for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles ... DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE
PARTS . . . PRECISION BEARINGS for aircraft, Diesel locomotives and special application.
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want to cool
a generator with
a blanket of steam?

JACK HEIXTZ
S

engineers find the answers
to problems like this

•••••

Typical J&H Aviation
and Commercial Products

Tachometer Generators
Electrical
Control
Systems

Jack & Heintz engineers were asked to solve the problem of
building a guided missile generator that would not burn up in
the heat barrier encountered at supersonic speeds. Conventional cooling methods could not be used. Our engineers solved
the problem with a generator which utilizes the latent heat of
vaporization for cooling action. Wrapped in a blanket of steam,
it operates at safe temperatures regardless of speed or altitude.
Finding answers to unusual aviation problems like this is
typical of the challenges met daily by J&H engineers.
Jack & Heintz, expanding its line of both aviation and
commercial products,is selecting graduating engineers pointed
towards positions in: Product Research; Design and Development; Testing; Field Service; Application Engineering; Plant
and Industrial Engineering; Time and Motion Study.

Gas Turbine Starters

Get the Facts on a Career at J&H!
Motor Generators

Jack & Heintz has prepared, Time for Decision, an
interesting 28-page book on the engineering opportunities offered at J&H.It's especially written for you—the
student engineer who must soon make that most important decision. For your free copy, write our Engineering Recruitment Officer, today!
© 1954, Jack & Heintz, Inc.

Aircraft Motors

ACK& HERITAY

17681 BROADWAY
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A MESSAGE TO
COLLEGE ENGINEERING
STUDENTS
•
from Dr. J. A. Hutcheson, Vice-president
and Director of Research,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
University of North Dakota, 1926

To the young man bent on conquering the unknown
Behind every successful career, there's a driving force.
An inspiration, an ambition—call it what you will—that
spurs a man on.
It has been interesting to me to watch the progress of
the young men in our research departments . . . watch
their ambitions take shape. Men, who only yesterday, it
seems, came to us from the universities, and are now
engaged in vital projects in our applied and fundamental
research programs. These young men are exploring the
unknown—looking for something better than ever before.
It's a challenging life—and a rewarding one.

But what does this mean to you as a graduate? It
means your abilities, your education, and your ambitions
may carry you to undreamed of heights. Here at
Westinghouse, we recognize ambitions as well as abilities,
and do everything in our power to encourage them.
You are assisted in reaching your goals by means of
carefully developed training programs. You are given
the opportunity to pursue graduate work toward Masters'
and Ph.D. degrees. Here, you are treated as an individual.
You who are bent on conquering the unknown are
G-10274
welcome at Westinghouse.

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF 11t

For information on career opportunities
with Westinghouse,consultthe Placement
Officer of your university, or send for
our 44-page book, Finding Your Place
in Industry.

Westinghouse

Write: Mr. C. W. Mills, Regional
Educational Co-ordinator,Westinghouse
Electric Corporation,Merchandise Mart
Plaza, Chicago 54, Illinois.
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Over the past several months it seems to have become the practice of this
magazine to produce a new issue anywhere from four to eight weeks after the
date that appears on the cover. This month is no exception.
Just how and why this situation developed no one seems to know. As
the time approached for the new staff to take over in January, the December
issue was still in the make-up stage. Somewhere along the line the ROSE
TECHNIC had fallen nearly six weeks behind schedule.
So far, the 1954 staff has done little to correct the difficulties. This is
primarily the fault of the editor, and he accepts his full share of the blame.
But remember, the TECHNIC is your magazine, too. Without your articles
and feature writing it can't come out on time no matter how hard the staff
works, which as yet hasn't been hard enough. Still, however, the main fault
is ours.
Here is what we propose to do. The various staffs are undergoing a reorganization which is now nearly complete. We will have, in our opinion, one
of the best lineups the TECHNIC has had in many years. We intend to have
the magazine back on schedule as soon as possible, April at the latest. Once
schedule has been reached, we will direct all efforts to maintaining it and improving the magazine.
Again let me say, we can't do it without your help, so let our Features
Staff know about events around school, and how about every man at Rose
writing just one article for the TECHNIC.

FEBRUARY, 1954
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Earth Dams Return
By
Owen B. March
jr., c.e.
Until the present time little theory
has been used in the design and construction of earth dams. The lessons
gained through bitter years of experience have governed the successful designer. Earth dams that have
stood the test of time have been
widely copied. This is not always a
good policy, since all conditions that
exist at a successful dam site may
not exist at another.
In recent years, however, in many
cases where structures of magnitude
and importance have been involved,
engineers have brought to bear the
scientific application of all pertinent
data to the design of earth dams.
As a result, the modern tendency is
to regard the earth dam as an engineering structure requiring the same
careful investigation, analysis, and
attention to details of design and
construction, as are usually devoted
to other engineering structures, such
as bridges and masonry dams.
Preliminary Investigations
Site Surveys
The preliminary investigation includes a reconnaissance survey to
ascertain quantity and quality of the
water supply, foundation materials,
and the general feasibility of the
possible reservoir and dam locations.
A rough examination should be
made of the general geology of
the reservoir and dam sites for
the purpose of determining the
water tightness of the reservoir and
the suitability of the foundation materials. If these investigations are
encouraging, then further and more
accurate engineering and geological
surveys are made.
Page 10

The C.E.'s rediscover
the lowly earth dam.
Type of Dam
An earth dam is usually selected
when large quantities of suitable fill
materials are readily available. The
construction of a dam in a location
remote from railroads or highways
may, for economical reasons, require
its construction with materials available in the immediate vicinity. The
foundation conditions being satisfactory for such construction, it is
probable that an earth dam in remote locations may be found most
suitable from an economical viewpoint.
Safety
In some locations, the permanence
of the dam is not so important because its destruction might not cause
damage to life or property in the
watershed below. In other locations
the permanence of the dam is of utmost importance, and no possible risk
can be taken in regard to its safety
under all conditions. Consequently,
the consideration of the question of
safety or permanence of the dam is
of extreme importance in selecting
the type to be used.
Foundation
The foundation of the structure
necessarily has important relation to
the type of dam to be constructed.
Other things being equal, a flexibletype of dam should be constructed
on a flexible foundation, and a rigidtype of dam on a rigid foundation.
Although it has been contended that
a dam may be founded on any kind
of material from silt to the most solid
rock by giving the proper relative
base width to height of structure

and the proper treatment to the
foundation materials.
The usual cause of failure of dams
is defective foundations. The foundation of a dam may fail through
crushing, sliding, piping, or uplift.
When the bearing power of the materials on which the darn is founded
is exceeded, the foundation is crushed and the dam fails for want of
support. If the coefficient of friction
between t he plys of a laminated foundation is exceeded, a portion of the foundation may slide upon itself, thus causing failure of the
structure. In a foundation through
which water may pass in a concentrated stream with an erosive velocity, piping results, and the foundation
ultimately wears away and leaves
the dam unsupported. Hydrostatic
uplift due to water getting into
porous layers within the foundation
itself or between the dam and the
foundation may so increase the overturning moment or so decrease the
coefficient of friction as to cause
failure of the dam. For these reasons,
the materials must be carefully determined, their density and continuity explored, their bearing power
ascertained, and their surface properly prepared for the reception of
the dam.
It was formerly believed that to be
entirely safe an earth dam should be
founded on an impervious foundation
and be built only of impervious materials. The construction of many
successful earth dams on foundations
which were not impervious, utilizing
(Concluded on page 24)
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By
C. F. Kettering
Research Consultant

The answer isn't all
in the formula:

Editor's Note: This is the second
in a series of articles written by
recognized professional engineers for
the member publications of the
E. C. M. A.
Mr. C. F. Kettering is one of the
top research consultants for the
General Motors Corp., and is best
known for his work in developing
experimental engines.
Every year a certain number of
you young fellows are handed diplomas and wished Godspeed. Usually, along with the sheepskin, some
dignitary will give you some advice
— some constructive, some more or
less oratorical. There is one thing,
though, no one can give you on that
momentous occasion — experience.
So, in lieu of that, perhaps I can
offer a few observations based on the
results of experience — over 50 years
of experience in the fields of research and engineering.
When you advance from year to
year in your engineering course,
whether it is mechanical, electrical,
chemical, civil or what not, you may
have the feeling that engineering is
a never ending parade of formulas
that must be memorized and applied.
In other words, you may get the
impression that almost any engineering problem can be solved if you
can just find the right formula to
fit it.
I certainly wish that this was so.
It would certainly simplify our research and engineering work. However — and this applies particularly
to research work — we find formulas can be very misleading. Let me
give you an illustration.
FEBRUARY, 1954

One of our research problems involved a simple beam about 23 inches long. In fact it was simply one of
the leaves of an automobile spring
which some of our people wanted to
put to work in a production machine.
They had figured it out several
times and were sure this piece of
steel was strong enough and flexible
enough to do the job. But when they
got the machine running, the springs
began to break after about 2000
cycles. So they turned the problem
over to research to get the answer.
We had five suppliers of leaf
spring material send us some samples
and tell us what they thought we
should use after we gave them the
working specifications. They all
used the same formulas and the
springs followed the formulas very
well — they all agreed that about
2000 cycles was about right for the
life of the spring.
We then asked them to send us
some pieces of the goring material
and mark them for identification. It
didn't have to be a secret mark because we wanted each of them to get
back its own piece. We gave each of
those springs a physical treatment
and returned them to the manufacturers for test. And none of them
broke in two million cycles!
That was a one hundred thousand
per cent improvement, and yet you
would have been perfectly justified
in saying that this material obeys
the formula and therefore you can't
expect anything else.
Please don't misunderstand me. I
don't mean you should disregard
every formula. But I think you

should make sure your formula is
applicable to the case you have at
hand.
It is just possible when you have
gotten your degree that some of you
may seek a job with a tire manufacturer. You know it is a big business today — in fact, it does a billion
and a half dollar business annually,
employing 100,000 people to produce
95 million tires. So it is a big business and employs lots of engineers.
But I wonder if you have ever seen
in your school engineering library a
text book containing formulas for
designing an automobile or truck
tire? I haven't! Yet how did engineers achieve the remarkable progress in tires — what procedure did
they use to improve tire life from
3,000 miles up to 75 or 80 thousand
miles?
You read a lot these days about
the great calculating machines used
to solve difficult problems but we
have been using a giant calculating
machine for years — our Proving
Grounds covering thousands of acres.
We don't put in something and push
buttons and wait to see what comes
out. We put an entire automobile into our machine and drive it 25 thousand miles, tear it apart and inspect
every piece. These tests and our
Proving Grounds are just as much
computing machines as the modern
integrating machines with their
vacuum tubes — and the results are
far more conclusive.
And this machine has helped us
greatly to improve tires. Here is an
automobile, we put on two new tires,
(Concluded on page 26)
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A "TEA KETTLE" REACTOR
A powerful self-contained "percolating tea kettle" atomic energy
reactor for special nuclear research
has been designed and built by
North American Aviation.
The new reactor now is in operation by the California Research and
Development Company, Livermore,
California. The reactor, which is being used for research, is the second
in California. The first reactor was
designed and built by North American for atomic research at the company's Downey, California plant.
Developing 100 watts of power, the
reactor is unique in that it is the
largest unit of its type to operate
with a closed cycle, or "self contained" system. The "tea kettle" or water
boiler type reactor, one in which
the fissionable uranium compound is
contained in a water solution, is designed so all radioactive by-products
of the fission process are retained in
the unit instead of being exhausted

and mixed with the open air as in
the case of other large reactors of
this type. Radioactive by-products
in the North American reactor are
processed inside the unit and returned to the reactor core. It is possible for the reactor to run for as
long as 10 years without refueling.
Nuclear research scheduled for the
new reactor will include fundamental studies as well as test work with
various materials and components
being studied for possible application
to atomic energy equipment and processes. At 100 watts of power the
unit will produce a concentrated
field of neutrons to bombard and irradiate test materials. If required,
the reactor can be converted to
operate at 2,000 watts of power to
produce an even greater neutron
"flux" or stream of neutrons sometimes required for more advanced
or more critical experiments.
Power ratings for water boiler research reactors are much lower than
those for other types under development by North American for the

Model of the new "tea kettle" atomic reactor.

maitai
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production of civilian and industrial
electric power. The company recently announced the design of an atomic pilot plant to produce 8,000,000
watts of electric power, a preliminary
step toward the development of
larger reactors to produce several
billion watts of power in the same
category of present conventional
fueled electric plants.
The reactor will be "fueled" with
uranyl sulfate, enriched in fissionable Uranium 235, in a water solution. About four gallons of this material is housed in a steel sphere,
one foot in diameter. A cylindrical
stack of graphite bars, to reflect the
neutrons produced by the fission
process, surrounds the sphere. This
entire assembly is housed by a steel
tank five feet in diameter and five
feet high. Two control and two safety rods, made of cadmium and boron,
run through the tank to the sphere.
Because these rods absorb neutrons,
their presence near the sphere "shuts
off" the fission process. When the
rods are withdrawn, the Uranium 235
solution begins the atomic fission
process producing neutrons and other
nuclear radiations. Access holes
leading through the tank to the
sphere permit the bombardment of
test samples by neutrons and other
radiations. During ordinary operation, only the two control rods are
used to start, stop, and regulate the
fission process. The two safety rods
are designed to automatically shut
off the reaction if required.
Inherent characteristics of the design of a water boiler reactor make
it virtually impossible for the fission
process to "run away." If an uncontrolled fission occurs, the heat of the
reaction in the water solution will
stop the process before damage can
be done. The safety rods can be used
with the same effect. In addition to
the natural safety feature and the
safety rods, the reactor is equipped
THE ROSE TECHNIC

By
Bill Cade, soph. e.e.
with an auxiliary safety chamber
system as a further safeguard. A
completely new development, the
safety chamber provides a method
of reducing the amount of fissionable
material in the sphere to less than
a "critical mass," or to an extent
that fission cannot occur. This is accomplished by a "percolating" process. If fission gets beyond a certain
rate, gas bubbling through the
uranyl sulfate solution carries the
material into the auxiliary safety
chamber and away from the fission
sphere, in the same manner that
steam percolates water over coffee
in the family coffee pot.
To obtain a stable power level for
the reactor, North American has designed a special servo system to automatically adjust the control rods as
required to maintain a given power
setting, or rate of fission.
A number of designs have now
been made for various purposes, including reactors for industrial, medical and academic research, and for
the production of electric power. The
"tea kettle" is the first reactor the
company has designed and built for
use outside North American. Other
of the designs are being considered
for industrial and medical organizations, whose work with the research
reactors will speed the day when
the present promise of greater application will be a practical reality.
AMPLIFYING NEXT TO
NOTHING — WITHOUT TUBES
Low-level amplifiers using completely static devices such as seleniA
um rectifiers and magnetic amplifiers that can faithfully amplify signals as weak as only one billionth
of a watt are now being built. To do
this they are using magnetic amplifiers wound with size 49 insulated
wire (one mil thick — less than a
human hair). This is put on a miniFEBRUARY, 1954

ature core as small as a pencil eraser.
The core is wound of Permaloy
strip that is only 1/8 as thick as the
wire — 0.00012 inches. It would take
30 layers of this steel to equal the
thickness of paper these words are
printed on.
It is hoped to achieve electronicfree amplifiers that work directly
from the output of thermocouples
and similar low-energy devices.
RECLAIMED OIL
BOOSTS OUTPUT
Auto-Lite, in laying out a new
division for the production of electric windshield wipers, found it advisable to install a complete filtration
system for their grinders in order to
overcome excess contamination in
the cutting oil and to eliminate the
high cost of discarding this oil. The
grinders are used to thread armature shafts for the wiper motors.
Soon after the new division commenced operations, production was
increased, placing a heavier load on

the grinders than had been anticipated causing oil temperatures to
rise above a safe level. This excessive oil temperature interfered seriously with grinding operations. Filtration engineers from the U. S. Hoffman Machinery Corporation were
consulted and a study of the problem
revealed that a 2000 gallon clean oil
reservoir was necessary as a cooling
pool to absorb the damaging excess
heat.
The oil reservoir installation offered an ideal opportunity for comparing grinding operations with and
Without filtration since it was necessary to shut down the filtration system during the reservoir installation.
Production, continued, showing immediately the necessity for clean
grinding oil and controlled oil temperatures. Without continuous oil
filtration and circulation the grinding oil became extremely hot causing a burr on the armature shafts.
The burr acted as a broach when the
(Continued on page 22)

Simplified flow sheet shows reclaiming used oil.

c),
2000 GAL.
CLEAN OIL
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GRINDERS
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FILTER FEED LINE
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GRINDER DRAIN
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PRECOAT TANK INLET
PRECOAT TANK OUTLET
FILTER DRAIN
AIR BLEEDER
OVERFLOW
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Replacing a rivet

dia.from
1/16" to 1/2"

... a hinge pin

... a stop pin

... a set screw

•••a modern fastener
that saves time and money
on thousands of applications
Rollpin is a hollow, split, cylindrically formed pin with chamfered
ends. It is simply driven into holes drilled to normal production tolerances. Because Rollpin is slightly larger than standard sized holes,
it compresses as inserted. It is self-locking—and vibration-proof—
because of the constant pressure it exerts against hole walls. Its shear
strength exceeds that of a cold rolled pin of the same diameter. Rollpin
is readily removed with a drift or pin punch—and can be reused.
Because of its versatility—and the production economies it makes
possible—Rollpin is finding wide usage in almost every phase of manufacturing activity. Write for design information on the Rollpin. It will
enable you to cut costs for many applications where use of rivets, set
screws, dowels, and straight, serrated or cotter type pins create installation or performance problems.

ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA
2330 Vauxhall Road, Union, New Jersey

Elastic Stop Nuts with the famous red collar
are another ESNA product

...a bolt and nut
Page 14
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There's plenty of "head room" for you at Boeing
If you are a senior in any field of engineering, it would be advisable to
consider the advantages of a career at
Boeing after you graduate.
Boeing, for instance, makes a policy
of "promoting from within." Regular
merit reviews give you steady opportunity and recognition. And in a company with a growth record like Boeing's,
there's always plenty of "head room" to
move into.
Another advantage at Boeing is career
stability. Boeing has grown practically
continuously during its 37 years of operation. Today Boeing actually employs
more engineers than even at the peak
of World War II.

Still another Boeing advantage is
the variety of experience and contacts
available to you here. Boeing is constantly alert to new materials and techniques, and approaches them without
limitations. Extensive subcontracting
and major procurement programs — all
directed by engineers — give you contacts with a cross section of American
industry. Aviation, in fact, is unique
in its variety and breadth of application
— from applied research to production
design, all going on at once.
At Boeing you'd work in Seattle,
Washington, or Wichita, Kansas — two
fresh, modern cities with a wide variety
of recreational facilities, fine shopping
and residential districts, and universities

which provide excellent graduate study
courses. The company will arrange a
reduced work week to permit time for
this study and will reimburse tuition
upon successful completion of each
quarter's work.
There are openings in all branches
of engineering (mechanical, civil, electrical, aeronautical, and related fields)
for DESIGN, PRODUCTION AND
RESEARCH. Also for servo-mechanism and electronics designers and analysts,and physicists and mathematicians
with advanced degrees.
For further information,
consult your PLACEMENT OFFICE, or write

RAYMOND I. B. HOFFMAN, Admin. Engineer
Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas

AirdraSIAV
FEBRUARY, 1954
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Tile Ipte4j4-ci
By Tom Pebworth, fresh.
General Motors has developed the
first gas turbine automobile ever to
be built and tested in the United
States. The car was constructed as
an experiment to study future possibilities of the gas turbine for commercial uses and is not intended for
highway use.
It is the XP-21 Firebird, a sleek,
white single seater with aerodynamic
styling. The designer was Harley J.
Earl, who believes that the car is
unlike any other special project that
he and the styling staff that he heads
have ever worked on.
Anyone who saw it in the General
Motors Motorama will probably agree
with him. The first impression that
one gets is that it is a jet fighter
on four wheels. With its "needle
nose," delta wings swept back along
the body, a vertical tail fin and a
plastic bubble over the cockpit it
resembles a jet airplane very closely
in some respects.
Even the instruments in the cockpit resemble those of an airplane.
These include a direction indicator
compass, and an air speed indicator.
Beneath the Firebird's wings are
two cylindrical airscoops. The left
scoop cools the transmision oil and
Page 16

the right one cools the engine exhaust.
The main airscoops that supply air
for the Whirlfire Turbo-Power compressor are located immediately to
the rear of the front wheels, on the
right and left sides of the driver's
cockpit.
Two smaller openings on the underside of the car's nose are to ventilate the driver's cockpit with the
aid of two electrically controlled
blowers.
The Firebird carries several lights,
in contrast to most other cars of
this nature which are stripped to the
bare essentials for speed. On the
underside of the nose is a powerful
headlamp which is automatically retracted when not in use. Near the
wingtips are port c,nd starboard
lights. Clearance lights are located
under each wing just forward of the
rear tires. At the rear of the plastic
cockpit cover is a small red light
which rotates to warn by-standers
when the engine is being started and
continues to run at reduced speed
when the car is in motion.
Another difference in the Firebird
from most experimental models is
the simplicity with which it can be

taken apart. It is estimated that the
entire motor can be removed and
replaced in the car by four men in
,wo hours. The body can be removed
in a matter of minutes. The wheel
covers on the wings are easily removable for quick tire changes or inspection of the rear braking and suspension mechanisms.
The wings on the car are not just
for decoration but are pitched at a
negative angle of attack to nullify
lifting effects that might develop in
the rear portion of the body. The
wings also have brake flaps on the
trailing edges to supplement the
car's main wheel braking system.
The vertical tail fin stabilizes the
car when it is running at high speeds.
The car is powered by a 370-horsepower Whirlfire Turbo-Power engine. The engine is divided into two
parts, the gasifier section and the
power section.
The gasifier section contains a
single stage centrifugal compressor
of approximately 3/
1
2-to-1 pressure
ratio, twin combustion chambers, a
single axial flow turbine, and engine
accessories.
(Concluded on page 22)
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World's Largest Steam Turbine Generators
for Detroit Edison

-sow

Mammoth generators of the cross compound type (2000 pounds pressure at
1050 F initial temperature and 1000 F
reheat) being built by General Electric
Company and Westinghouse Electric Corporation for Detroit Edison.

Largest turbine generators in the world are now
being built for Detroit Edison's newest power
plant, at River Rouge. There are two units, each
with a capability of 260,000 kw. When the plant
is completed, it will house six units, together
with their giant boilers . .. enough capacity to
supply 2,500,000 people.
To you young men thinking about your careers,
pioneering like this is a symbol of expansion
and opportunities for advancement. You may
find just what you want in this rapidly growing
electric company.

Detroit Edison offers a firm foundation on which
to build a career. Planned on-the-job training,
orientation programs, provide new engineers with
opportunities to explore all major departments
in the Company. We have up-to-date, progressive
employe benefits . . . including group insurance,
hospitalization, retirement and annuity plans.
•

There is a future for you at Detroit Edison.
Drop in and see us when we visit your campus;
stop in when you are in Detroit; or write. ...

The DETROIT EDISON Company
2000 Second Avenue, Detroit 26, Michigan

FEBRUARY, 1954
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.244alut Roles
By Carson W. Bennett and Nina J. Mahaffey
PERIODICAL NEWS
The library has received a new
display rack for magazines. The new
rack matches the two which were
already in use and gives us room
to display approximately 35 additional titles.
New subscriptions to the following
magazines have been placed for
1954:
College English
Communications on Pure and Applied Mathematics
Consumer Reports
Journal of the Acoustical Society
of America
Refrigeration Abstracts
Quarterly of Applied Mathematics
Saturday Evening Post
Society of Plastics Engineers
Journal
U.S. Quarterly Book Review
Yachting
PREPARING FOR MARRIAGE
The curriculum at Rose is very
crowded and does not allow time for
a course in marriage which could be
valuable to our students. Since most
of our boys contemplate taking the
matrimonial step, they should have
some accurate information about
this vital step. It is a truism that
ignorance does not solve any problems, this is as true of marital problems as any other. The library recommends the reading of any or all
of the following list of books as a
step toward being informed about
marital problems.
Adams, Clifford R.
Preparing for Marriage; a guide
to marital and sexual adjustment.
Duvall, Sylvanus M.
Men, Women, and Morals.
Ellis, Havelock.
Sex and Marriage; Eros in contemporary life.
Popenoe, Paul B.
Marriage Is What You Make It.
Velde, Theodore Hendrik Van De.
Ideal Marriage; its physiology and
technique.
Page 18

EVENING HOURS
The Half-Open Road, by Keith JenniThroughout the history of the Rose son.
Library attempts have been made
No glove compartment should be
to make facilities available to stu- without this
maniacal little motoring
dents during the evenings. Many manual. While
the methods set down
problems have always attended such in it are decide
dly not AAA-approvmoves and, to date, no plan has ed, there
is a certain directness—a
proved successful. However, we are refreshing
new approach to the
once more offering library service problems
of contemporary driving—
at night. At present the library is that should
open up new vehicular
open from 7:00 to 9:30 p.m. Monday vistas. Take
the pesky business of
through Thursday.
turning into a one-way street, for
In order to make the library ac- instance. Mr. Jennison, with
admircesible without throwing the whole able sang-froid, tells his discipl
es:
building open, a door was cut in "When entering a northbound
onethe southeast corner of the room, way street, turn south
as often as
and this new entrance will be used possible: you will encounter
less
exclusively at night. The regular en- traffic going your way, and your
trance will continue to be used dur- action will serve to keep other
driving the day. A number of the facul- ers alert."
ty members have volunteered their
In America, where private cars are
services and will rotate, together even more
prevalent than death and
with Mr. Bennett, in taking charge
taxis, no driver can afford to be
of the library.
caught, dead or alive, without JenniMany students have expressed de- son's New Rules for Passing on
Hills,
sires for having the library open to wit: "Remember to time
the produring the evenings. And we are cedure so that you and
the car ahead
sure that they were sincere in so reach the brow of the
hill simulexpressing themselves. Consequent- taneously. This feat requir
es a good
ly, we shall expect two things of the deal of practice, but is
within reach
student body if the evening hours are of all but the most modest
ly endowto continue. First, the amount of use ed drivers. Some
memorable views,
will be important. Obviously, there scenic and otherwise,
are attained in
will have to be enough student use this fashion."
to warrant the expenditure and effort
This volume stands as an eloquent
on the part of the faculty members.
argument for the renaissance of the
And second, the kind of use that horse. Read it, and when you've stopwill be made will be considered. The ped giggling, run quick and hitch
library is a place for quiet, serious Old Dobbin to the shay!
study. It is not a place for visiting The Making of a Scientist, by Anne
or paying social calls. This second Roe
point is applicable to our regular
Today, many of the great minds
daytime hours, too. In the past, it are claimed by scientific
research.
was recognized that there were no To the eminent clinical
psychologist,
adequate recreation facilities at Rose Anne Roe, the questi
on "How did
and a rather lenient attitude was they get that way?"
seemed worthy
held toward a certain amount of talk- of prolonged and
concentrated ating. Now, the new Student Center tention. She selecte
d sixty-four of
will fill the need for a place for fun the foremost Ameri
can research
and relaxation and the library will scientists and devote
d three years
be reserved for those who wish to of her life to testing
and studying
study.
them.
(Concluded on page 30)
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Another page for

YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK
How engineers designed .0002"
accuracy into a gear shaver table
To get the high accuracy necessary in gear shaving
operations, engineers had to have extreme spindle
rigidity. If the spindle could be held rigid, it would
eliminate chatter and vibration. To get this rigidity,
engineers mounted the table spindle of this gear shaver
on Timken® tapered roller bearings. The result—a
measurement of this gear shaver's accuracy showed a
maximum runout of .0002", exceptional in view of the
fact that these bearings have 175/8"and 163/8" bores.

How TIMKEN bearings hold
spindles in rigid alignment
Deflection is minimized, end-play and chatter
eliminated because the tapered construction of
Timken bearings enables them to take any combination of radial and thrust loads. Line contact
between rollers and races gives spindles wide
support for extra rigidity.

Want to learn more about
bearings or job opportunities?

TIMKE
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS

Many of the engineering problems you'll face after
graduation will involve bearing applications. For
help in learning more about bearings, write for the 270-page GeneralInformation Manualon Timken
bearings.And forinformation about
the excellent job opportunities at
the Timken Company, write for a
copy of "This Is Timken". The
Timken Roller Bearing Company,
Canton 6, Ohio.

NOT JUST A BALL 0 NOT JUST A ROLLER ED THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER ED
BEARING TAKES RADIAL AND THRUST -CD- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
FEBRUARY, 1954
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74114frniii Netig
By Birt Kellam, soph., e.e.
15

Hagarty, Maurice V., E.E.,
passed away recently. Mr.
Hagarty was Vice-President and
Chief of Operations for the Jamaica
Water Supply Company.
'15 Mayrose, Herman E., M.E.,
formerly a Professor of Engineering Mechanics at the University
of Detroit, has taken the position of
Chairman of that department.
16 Hutchinson, Oscar P., M.E.,
Chief Engineer for the Muskegon Boiler Works, has recently been
named Vice-President of the same
company.
'18 Mikels, John W., M.E., is now
Superintendent of Power Production for the Pennsylvania Power
Company.
'19 Runkard, Adolph E., M.E.,
Superintendent of Steel Production for the Great Lakes Steel
Corporation, Encorse, has been promoted to Assistant Vice-President.
19 Wessel, C. R. Earl, M.E.,
formerly a Professor of Industrial Engineering at Purdue University, is now an Engineering Consultant with the Herrick L. Johnston
Company of Columbus, Ohio. At
present he is working on an A. E. C.
secret weapons project for the same
company.
'24 Haupt, Charles G., M.E., Sales
Engineer with Waterman-Leder Corporation of New York, is now
with the Webster Van Winkle Corporation as District Sales Manager
in Chicago.
'33 Heidenreich, William C., Ch.E.,
formerly Works Manager for
the Canadian Resins and Chemicals,

Ltd., is now Plant Manager at the
Niagara Falls plant of the Carbide
and Carbon Chemical Company.
'34 Thompson, H. Loren, C.E., of
Stevens and Thompson, Consulting Engineers is now vice-president of the Professional Engineers
of Oregon and President-elect for
1954. He also has been an officer in
the Oregon section of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, for which
he is just completing his term as
President.
In addition, Mr. Thompson is a
member of the American Society of
Engineering Education, a member of
the A. W. W. A. (American Water
Works Administration), the Federation of Sewage and Industrial Works
Association, and the Portland City
Planning Commission. Mr. Thompson
is certainly to be commended for his
civic attainments, as well as those
in the engineering field.
'34 Tucker, Maurice. E.E., now an
aeronautical research scientist
at the NACA's Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory, is co-author of
a technical paper to be presented at
the annual meeting of the Institute
of Aeronautical Sciences at the Hotel
Astor in New York City, January
25 through January 29, 1954. The
title of the paper is "Transition-Point
Fluctuations in Supersonic Flow."
Mr. Tucker joined the staff of the
NACA's Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley Field, Virginia, in
1940, having been associated with
the Chandeysson Electric Company
of St. Louis, Missouri, and the Public Service Company of Indiana since
his graduation from Rose Polytechnic

Institute. He transferred to the Lewis
Flight Propulsion Laboratory in
Cleveland, the nation's principal
propulsion research center, in 1943.
Mr. Tucker is a member of the
Supersonic Propulsion Division of
this Laboratory.
'36 Roberts, Jack, E.E., formerly a
Captain in the U. S. A. F.,
as Electronics Officer, has been released from Service, and is now
Superintendent of Safety Engineering for the U. S. Fidelity and Guarantee Company.
'36 Wood, Arthur F., M.E., is now
Vice-President of the S-M-SCorporation of Birmingham, Michigan. Mr. Wood was recently with the
P. R. Mallory and Company, Inc.,
in Indianapolis.
'38 Pearce, Robert E., M.E., formerly Senior Project Engineer
with the Allison Division, General
Motors Corporation, is now Senior
Project Engineer with North American Aviation, Incorporated, Los Angeles.
'44 Borgan, Luis, E.E., is at present the Manager and halfowner of the Euzkadi. S. de R. L.,
which is an import and sales concern
in Honduras.
'49 Schwier, Robert W., Ch.E., Lt.
(j.g.) U. S. N., has been released from service and is now a
Project Engineer with the Marathon
Corporation.
'51 McCormick, Francis L., C.E.,
recently with E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company, Inc., is now
Senior Assistant Civil Engineer, Department of Water Supply for the
City of Detroit.

41144noti, Remende4,
Your classmates want news about you!
Write Your Own Alumni News.
Page 20
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put
yourself in
his place...

•

A year ago he was knee-deep in textbooks,
plugging for his B.S. Tonight he's on his
way to Vancouver, or Miami, or Portland,
Maine. Tomorrow he'll help an Alcoa customer make a faster ship, a stronger shovel,
a lighter highway trailer.
In Alcoa laboratories, plants and sales
offices from coast-to-coast, ambitious young
Sales Development Engineers are helping
to make aluminum more useful, in more
ways, to more people. We need more men
just like them to help us meet ever-growing
demands for Alcoa Aluminum . . . Alcoa
"know-how".
Maybe you are already thinking about
trading your textbooks for a position in
production supervision, industrial research
or sales engineering. Tell us about it, give
us an idea of your background in Chemical,
Electrical, Mechanical, Metallurgical or
Industrial Engineering.
Good men go places fast with Alcoa, in
their daily associations with leaders in the
aluminum industry. Right now it may be
quicker than you think from a seat in the
classroom to your career with Alcoa. Why
not find out?
Your Placement Director will be glad to
make an appointment for you with our
Personnel Representative. Or just send us
an application, yourself.
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1825
Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Penna.

1111111101010011
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ALCOA
ALUMINUM

COMPANY OF AMERICA

ALCOA ON TV brings the world to your armchair with "SEE IT NOW" featuring Edward R. Murrow. Tuesday evenings on most CBS-TV stations.
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XP-021

(Concluded from page 16)
The gasifier's function is to provide
a source of hot compressed gas. Energy is extracted from this gas and
delivered to the rear wheels by the
power section.
The power section contains a
single stage axial flow power turbine,
the transmission, and the final drive
unit or rear axle gears.
At maximum output the gasifier
section operates at 26,000 r.p.m. and
the power turbine operates at 13,300
r.p.m.
The engine's starter mechanism is
actuated by a 24-volt electrical system and must "rev up" the compressor and gasifier turbine to 3,000 r.p.m.
before the engine starts. Once started the Whirlfire idles at 8,000 r.p.m.
Several features of a gas turbine
engine make the engineers think that
it has great commercial possibilities.
The power section delivers maximum torque to the rear wheels when
the car is standing still. Thus, the
engine has built-in torque converter
characteristics, making it unnecessary to shift gears during normal
driving.
The conventional radiator and cooling system essential to a piston engine is eliminated with the gas turbine engine.
An ignition system is required only
when starting and is not used when
driving.
A safety device has also been developed that automatically shuts
down the engine if one of the two
burners fail to fire or start.
One of the major drawbacks of
the gas turbine engine is its high
rate of fuel consumption, several
times greater than a conventional
passenger engine.
At maximum power the engine
consumes twenty times as much air
as the production piston type. The
tip of the compressor rotor travels
faster than the speed of sound.
Although the burners are only 7/
1
2
inches in diameter and approximately
2 feet in length, the rate of heat
produced is 50 times as great as a
Page 22

typical household oil furnace. The
blade, or "bucket", tips on the gasifier turbine travel at about 1,000
miles per hour. The buckets weigh
1
2 ounces apiece but due to
only /
the tremendous centrifugal force
1
2 tons trying to
there is a pull of 1/
separate each bucket from the
wheel.
The car is very pleasing to the eye
as well as being functional. It has
a white body with a blue area in
front of the cockpit. The blue area
has a white satin finish and prevents
glare from blinding the driver. It has
the car's name in slanted red lettering on each side of the driver's cockLit and the insignia of the General
Motors' air fleet on the tailfin.
Ahead of the driver's compartment on the topside of the nose is
the Firebird insignia, an Indian symbol of power and speed.
This symbol has an unusual background. It was originally researched
by Carl Sherwood of Fisher Body.
Mr. Sherwood spent his boyhood
around the Indians of northern Michigan and is a specialist in United
States Indian history.
The principle part of the Firebird
symbol is the eagle. The eagle is the
Indian symbol of power and speed.
In its beak is a mustard seed. This
was a symbol of faith, stability and
courage to the Indians.
The car has been undergoing preliminary tests since last October at
the General Motors Proving Ground
at Milford, Mich., and the GM Desert
Proving Ground near Phoenix, Ariz.
In all of the tests the man behind
the wheel has been Mauri Rose,
three-time winner of the Indianapolis 500 Mile Race and Chevrolet
Motor Division engineer.
This is not the General Motors
first experimental car. As far back
as 1938 they have built "cars of tomorrow." Examples of this are the
Y-Job (1938) and the Le Sabre and
XP-300 (1951).
Many of the designs in this car
will lend themselves to production
models and others will be discarded as impractical, but General
Motors engineers will be watching
this car very closely for commercial
possibilities of the gas turbine engine.

Retie-a/wit
and
20euelopone4
(Continued from page 13)

shaft was assembled with the bearing, making a loose fitting shaft
which resulted in noisy operation
after only a little use. Because of
this, rejects were expensively high.
Production suffered too, since the
contaminated oil caused deep
scratches and a generally coarse
finish on the product further increasing rejects. It became imperative to
dress the grinding wheels more frequently in order to cut damage to
the finish as much as possible, and
production was slowed again. Because contaminated oil was used,
grinding wheel life was shortened by
50%. Great waste was incurred,
when, at the end of only forty hours
of operation, 110 gallons of oil were
thrown away, a total of 440 gallons
at $206.80. Considerable inconvenience and more expense were unavoidable in machine cleaning which
had to be done on Saturdays at
double time by two men working
eight hours each. All in all it was a
difficult and expensive six-week
period.
After the 2000-gallon clean oil
reservoir was installed, bringing the
system capacity to 4780 gallons, the
oil filtration system resumed operation. Immediately operational problems disappeared and the production
level rose making oil filtration benefits clearly evident:
Rejects were held to a minimum.
The quality of work greatly improved.
$206 was saved each week because
no oil was discarded.
Sixteen hours of Saturday doubletime for cleaning was saved.
Grinding wheel life increased
10070.
Grinding wheel dressings were reduced by 50%.
There was a 30% increase in production.
Overall operation improved 75%.
(Continued on page 26)
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Navy's new radio"Voicell
dedicated to Americas securily
WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL MILITARY RADIO TRANSMITTER
A 6-YEAR NAVY-RCA PROJECT!

On Jim Creek, in the State of Washington, stands the world's
most powerful military radio transmitter—its giant
antenna stretchesfrom mountain peak to mountain peak.
A 6-year project of the Navy and RCA,"Big Jim"
was built and installed to provide the Navy, for
the first time, with instant communications with
naval units everywhere, on the seas and under the
seas, on land and in the air.
Speaking at the dedication ceremonies, Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, Chairman of the Board of RCA,said:
"May I express the wish, which I know all in our
Armed Services share, that this powerful instrument
for transmitting intelligence may add to our
national security and to the peace of the world."
The first message flashed by the "Big Jim" transmitter was from Admiral Robert B. Carney, Chief of
Naval Operations, to U.S. Navy personnel around
the world. He said:
"With this message we forge another link between
you and your homeland. With it, we build a new
security channel from America to the naval units
which form its outer ramparts of defense."

INTRIGUING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
GRADUATING ENGINEERS

You're sure to find the exact type of
challenge you want in Engineering Development, Design, or Manufacturing at
RCA. Men with Bachelor's, Master's or
Doctor's degrees in EE,ME,IE or Physics are needed.You'll find your optimum
career work among the hundreds of products RCA produces for the home, science, industry and Government.
If you have the necessary education
and experience, you will be considered
for a direct engineering assignment. Otherwise, you'll participate in our Specialized Training Program, in which you
can explore RCA's many interesting engineering operations for a full year.
Your rapid professional advancement
is enhanced at RCA by the free flow of
engineering information.
Write today to: College Relations,
RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Or,see your Placement Director.

AT DEDICATION CEREMONIES — Gen. Sarnoff
operates key to transmit first radio message,
dictated by Admiral Carney, to American
fleet units around the world.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Vik
FEBRUARY, 1954

World leader in radio—first in television
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(Concluded from page 10)

Earth Dams Return
materials over a considerable range
cross-section.
from impermeable clay to relatively
4. The depth of the soil below the
coarse and pervious sand, make it
base of the dam.
necessary to revise the previously
5. The flow of ground water and
accepted criteria for the design of
its depth below the original surearth dams.
face at the site.
It is not even desirable, nowadays,
6. The nature and depth of soil
to have all the material in an earth
both upstream and downstream
dam impervious. A more stable
from the dam.
structure results if only the upstream
7. The use of a core-wall, puddleportion is impervious and the downwall, or upstream apron.
stream portion relatively pervious,
8. The use of drains for collecting
thus providing drainage for such
seepage in the downstream porwater as does seep through the uption of the dam.
stream portion, and increasing the
A core-wall is used to lower the
stability of the structure.
line of saturation throughout the
Line of Saturation
dam. The best results are realized
The line of saturation is the up- when the core-wall is extende
d into
permost line of flow of the water an impervious foundation material
.
through the dam and subsoil. This Good results are also obtained when
line plays an important part in the the core-wall is slightly upstrea
m
stability of a dam.
from the center of the dam. CoreThe most favorable condition is walls are usually made
of either
where the line of saturation is below clay, gravel, timber, or concrete
.
the toe of the dam. This condition Stable Slopes
prevents water from washing out the
The upstream and downstream
toe of the dam.
slopes must be such that, with the
When the line of saturation inter- materials used in the construc
tion,
sects the toe of the dam a serious they will be stable under all condicondition arises if the material of tions.
the toe is a fine sand, loam, or clay.
Slope of the upstream face of the
If the toe were of coarse gravel or dam depends mostly upon the
unit
stone, and the velocity of the water weight of the material. A heavier
issuing from the toe were insufficient material may stand on a steeper
slope
to carry with it any of the material under water than can one
with a
of which the dam were composed, low unit weight.
the structure might be entirely safe.
The slope of the downstream face
When the line of saturation is a- will be determined by the line
of
bove the toe either sloughing or saturation, which must intersect the
piping may take place quite readily. base of the dam at a point well withThe dam will then fail.
in the downstream toe. The slope of
The position and slcpe of the line the downstream face becomes flatter
of saturation in the cross-section of as depth below the top of the dam
an earth dam are affected by many increases.
factors, such as;
Construction Methods
1. The porosity of the soil composing the dam and its founda- Rolled-Fill
dation.
The rolled-fill method of earth
2. The character and effective size dam construction is now the most
of the particles composing the widely used method. Compaction is
material of the dam and its obtained by spreading the soil in
foundation.
thin layers, usually not more than
3. The distribution of particles of a few feet deep, and rolling each
various sizes throughout the layer. Tamping is most effective when
Page 24

a sheeps-foot roller is used. Flatwheel and wobblewheel rollers may
be employed for the work, but they
do a less satisfactory job.
Hydramatic-Fill
The materials are transported onto
the dam by means of water and distributed to their final position in the
dam by water. Many failures have
been encountered when this method
has been used. This is possibly due
to the fact that the lighter particles
are separated from the heavier particles during transit.
Semi-Hydraulic-Fill
The materials for this type of dam
are transported to the dam by some
other means than water and dumped
within a section of the dam. Some
of this material being moved to its
final position in the dam by the
action of water. This is proving to
be a very successful method.
Failures of Earth Dams
Knowledge Gained
Broadly speaking, no man learns
only by his failures. Therefore, it
is of prime importance for engineers
charged with the design and construction of earth dams to study the
failures of the past, for fortunate is
the man who can learn from the
failures of others rather than from
his own.
Causes
The provision for a sufficient spillway capacity for an earth dam is a
most vital matter; probably more
dams have failed from lack of such
capacity than from any other cause.
The truth of this statement is borne
out in a study of earth dam failures
over a period from 1874 to 1938.
Cause of Failure
Number
Lack of sufficient spillway 20
Seepages
16
Piping
13
Foundation failure
5
Poor construction
3
Internal pressure
2
Other reasons
9
Total

68
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JET PLANES like this F-100 may be
made more effective by Standard Oil's
development of a new grease using

aryl-substituted ureas that outperforms any previous one in certain
high temperature bearings of aircraft.

HOW "GREASED LIGHTNING" IS GREASED
These days airplanes are flying faster and
higher. The great heat created by jet engines
and the extreme cold encountered at high altitudes have brought about many new grease performance problems for lubrication specialists.
Using aryl-substituted ureas for the first
time as grease-thickening agents, Standard
Oil scientists recently developed a new grease
in cooperation with the Wright Air Development Center of the U. S. Air Force. It was
made by thickening silicone oil with arylsubstituted ureas and it will lubricate bearings at high temperatures longer than any
previous grease.
Standard's grease has passed laboratory tests
on high-speed bearings of well over 500 hours
at 450 degrees Fahrenheit. It can perform at
temperatures up to 600 degrees for short

periods. When ordinary greases are used under
the same conditions, bearing failure soon occurs because of coke formation, oil evaporation, or excess leakage.
The new grease also lubricates effectively
at temperatures as low as 40 degrees below
zero. Another grease, still in the experimental
stage, is being tested in the range of 65 below
zero to 450 degrees above. These developments are part of our continuing scientific
search for further improvements in the lubrication field.
In such an atmosphere of progress, young
men with training in chemistry or engineering
can find lasting satisfaction in Standard Oil
laboratories. There they can use their skills
and imagination to help shape the future of
America's machines... and of America itself.

Standard Oil Company

cqurrSTANDARD)

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois
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hundred miles an hour, and now I
find you take power off the front
wheels of your locomotive. You can't
(Concluded from page 11)
do that and stay on the track at
that speed."
"Well," I said, "I hope the loco(Continued from page 22)
one on the front wheel and one on
discover
motive
doesn't
that."
the back, diagonally opposite and
And he said, "I have the figures The 2640 gallons of formerly disrun them around under the same
and
the formula right here in my carded oil was reclaimed by returnconditions as the average driver enbrief
case to prove it."
ing it gradually to the system for a
counters. After thousands of miles
"No,"
I said, "I won't look at those substantial saving of $1140.80.
of this kind of usage we examine the
The equipment used in the Autotires and say "This tire is better than but I will arrange a ride on that train
Lite production system is worth a
that one." So we use these roads as for you."
To make a long story short, he brief description. The filtration sysintegrating machines and the results
took a ride on the train from Chicago tem consists of two U. S. Hoffman
have been beneficial to everyone.
Denver and on his return dropped model I-80-S Pressure Filters with
to
The most successful engineer tointo
my office. I told him I was sur- a flow rate of 140 gallons per minute
morrow will be the one who can inprised
to see him alive since he must each, one Hoffman Magnaflo model
telligently apply formulas and calcuhave
gone
over a hundred miles an 60, with a magnetic type filter and
late things that can be calculated,
hour.
He
"Do you know what flow rate of 100 gallons per minute,
said,
yet is able to recognize that intellithey
did
me
for
when I was up in and one 2000-gallon oil reservoir. It
gent experimentation is the only way
the
cab?
They
the locomotive up is designed to serve four Jones and
put
to solve certain problems. He doesn't
to
120
miles
hour,
an
and it had no Lamson Thread Grinders. The syshave to belong exclusively to a
tendency
to
jump
track. The tem oil capacity of 4780 gallons is a
the
mathematical or an e xperimental
thing
worries
that
is
me
how we little larger than needed at present
group — he should be adept at using
could
be
absolutely
wrong
so
in but will become necessary when two
either tool.
every
detail."
more J & L Grinders are added in
For example, we designed what
"The reason you were wrong," I the future.
we thought was an ideal piston for
The filtration cycle begins as clean
a new Diesel engine but the engine explained, "was simply because your
figures
had
nothing
to
do
with
this
oil
is pumped from the reservoir to
in which the piston was tested had
locomotive.
They
another
applied
to
the
grinding machines where in the
different ideas and said "I'll only
type
of
locomotive
which
we
do
not
process
of grinding it picks up grit
give you 50 thousand miles on that
build."
from
grinding
wheels, metal partione." So we made up half a dozen
He
was
talking
about
a
rigid
frame
cles,
dust,
dirt,
rust, and other condifferent kinds of pistons and offered
locomotive,
while
our
locomotives
taminants.
Dirty
oil leaves the grindthem to the test engine, one by one,
have individual trucks like every ers by gravity flow to the first secfor its verdict. And to show you how
much smarter the engine was than railroad car, but we put motors on tion of the Magnaflo settling tank.
our engineers, the piston it finally them. But here was a man who was The detention time there is ten
selected ran over a million and a perfectly willing to say, without a minutes to allow settlement of the
trial, that it was impossible to do larger metal particles. The oil is then
half miles.
what we were already doing.
pumped through a magnetic field, in
I remember a well-known engiThese are a few of the things you the other end of the tank, to remove
neering educator who visited me
are apt to run into which are prob- all remaining ferrous particles. A
after that said, "I don't think that
ably not covered in the text books dual purpose conveyor removes the
piston is any good. It is the most
you have gone through. But there sludge which has settled in the botpeculiar looking thing I ever saw,
are other things you will encounter tom of the tank and also scrapes the
and I know it isn't right."
which neither I nor any other person magnet clean. The sludge is carried
I asked,"How do you know that?"
can predict. They are the thousands by the conveyor up an incline to
He said, "I'm an engineer."
of opportunities that lie ahead—the allow maximum oil drainage, and
"But," I asked, "Were you ever a thousands of things that need to be then is emptied into a disposal cart
piston, in a Diesel engine?" And done to fulfill the needs and desires for easy removal.
when you get out into the world of of our rapidly growing nation. And
One of the reasons the oil used by
business you will run into some rep- when you travel along that road to Auto-Lite in their grinding procedure
resentatives of the "can't be done" tomorrow, keep your eye on the road becomes so heavily contaminated is
school like the Englishman who up there ahead, not on the rear view its high viscosity, 300 SSU, which
visited me some years ago. He said mirror, because we should all be tends to pick up and hold all imto me, "When I was over here last concerned with the future, since purities in suspension. This creates
year you told me you were driving there's where we are going to spend a need for more thorough filtering
0
these Diesel-electric trains over a the rest of our lives.
(Continued on page 32)
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HIDDEN HENCHMAN •••
Early man used Nature's rocks and stones to shape
and sharpen his crude tools and weapons. Today,
industry has at its command abrasives that will do
in seconds jobs that formerly required days of
tedious toil.
Yet relatively few people know or appreciate the
vital labor-saving, back-stage role which abrasives
play in the production of practically all mechanically finished articles.
MAN-MADE MINERALS. •
Through the centuries man's ceaseless search for
better abrasives has paralleled progress in production. Wheel-shaped sandstones replaced rocks .. .
only to give way to emery and corundum, which
were sieved, sized, glued to paper and cloth or
bonded in pottery mixtures to form artificial grinding wheels.
But it was by the discovery of silicon carbide and
crystalline fused alumina—man-made minerals from
the electric furnace—that the grinding wheel became a high speed, precision production tool.
AMERICA WORKS LIKE THAT.
.
.
Industry's insatiable desire to improve its products
and make them available at lower cost has sparked

the specialized skills and knowledge of a myriad of
men ... has led to the development of thousands of
different styles and types of abrasive products for
innumerable industrial applications.
America can work like that because it has an allseeing, all-hearing and reporting Inter-Communications System.
THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM •••
Complete communication is the function,the unique
contribution of the American business press . . . a
great group of specially edited magazines devoted to
the specialized work areas of men who want to
manage better, design better, manufacture better,
research better, sell better, buy better.
COMMUNICATION IS OUR BUSINESS •••
Many of the textbooks in which you are now studying the fundamentals of your specialty bear the
McGraw-Hill imprint. For McGraw-Hill is the
world's largest publisher of scientific and technical
works.
After you leave school, you will want to keep
abreast of developments in your chosen profession.
Then one of McGraw-Hill's many business magazines will provide current information that will help
you in your job.

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
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330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
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Successful designs must have
low manufacturing costs.

HOW TO CUT COSTS
WITH WELDED
PRODUCT DESIGN
TOW

manufacturing costs are a
1.4 "must" in today's product planing. As a result, every engineer must
know, above all, how to eliminate
needless cost in machine designs.
First consideration in designing
machinery must be the material used.
Steel is three times stronger, twice
as rigid as cast iron, yet costs only a
third of the price of gray iron.
That's why machine parts built
with welded steel designs often cost
50% less to produce.

Fig. 1. Original construction of gear case
cover weighed66pounds...required milling
ofbottom edge/or oil-tightseal with gear case.

14a1euti4
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ALPHA TAU OMEGA
News from the Gamma Gamma
chapter is not all good this month.
Brother Ralph Llewellyn was injured in a fall and was out of school
for several weeks. Also our house
mother, Mrs. Edith Shrofe, was taken to the hospital with a lung infection. Our sincerest wishes for a
speedy recovery are extended to
both.
On the brighter side, four brothers
have lost their rugged individualism.
First Dick Bosshardt became engaged to Miss Dotty Tucker. Dotty
is a senior at Union Hospital and Was
originally from Greencastle, Indiana.
Then Charley Schukai pinned Miss
Peggy Swearingen, a freshman at
Indiana University. Walt McIndoo
gave his shiny new Maltese Cross
to Miss Shirley Genung, a senior at
Wiley High; and Bill Supp tagged
Miss Martha Owens of his home
town, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Congratulations to all you fellows,
but with all these girls around we
can't even have a good poker game
any more.
The big social event for February
was the annual State Day banquet
which was held in Springfield, Illinois. Seven chapters from Indiana
and Illinois attended.
Art Masters
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

Fig. 2. Steel designed gear case cover
now used weighs only 10 pounds... costs half
as much to produce. Fabricated entirely in
the manufacturer's own shop by arc welding.
Keep in step with the rapid progress in manufacturing with arc welding. Latest design developments are available in bulletins and handbooks
that guide the engineering student. Write

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Cleveland 17, Ohio
THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT
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House improvement has recently
been the major activity at 912 South
Sixth, the primary project being
the remodeling of the dormitory
sleeping quarters. More than 2500
sq ft. of wall board have been used
to luxurize the dorm's "sleepability."
The chapter proudly announces
the names of two recent pledges —
Noble Norton and 'Terrell Vanover.
Noble and Terrell are both members

of the sophomore test tube clan, having transferred from Vincennes University and Miami University, respectively.
Recent additions to the active roll
of Theta Kappa Zeta include Chuck
Bruner, Jim Calabro, Walt Johanningsmeir, and Jack Taylor who
were initiated January 7.
On tap in the social department is
a party with Gamma Phi Beta of
ISTC to be staged early in March.
Plans for the traditional St. Pat's
Picnic are also "on the drawing
board."
Romance department: Dave Hackett — no official statement at this
time; Jack Farell — pinned to Miss
Norma Schumacher; Roy England—
engaged to Miss Barbara Jean
Blackburn; George Ross — "steady
as she goes!"
Ron Smith
SIGMA NU
Two of last year's graduates visited at the house recently. Harry
Badger is preparing to report to
Roanoke, Virginia, to accept a Navy
commission, while Sam Wooley is
going into the Army.
With the loss of Owen Meharg to
winter graduation, a vacancy was
created in the post of treasurer. The
job has been capably filled by Jim
Tatooles, while Joe Leppert has accepted the office of assistant treasurer.
Sam Kowal was recently initiated
into Beta Upsilon Chapter. Congratlations, Sam.
Lets face it, more pins are out.
Hugh Davis pinned Miss Jo Ann
Pennington of Terre Haute, Phil
Kirk pinned Miss Alice Jones of Indianapolis, and Jerry Benson pinned
Miss Mable Ewart of Greenup, Illinois.
Owen March
THE ROSE TECHNIC

THE DU PONT

DIGEST
Technical
Sales
A major in glibness and a minor in
solid information—those were the
mythical requirements for a salesman in the old days. But they really
never sufficed for a man selling the
products of chemical technology.
Today,the diverse applications of
Du Pont's 1200 products and product lines create a need for trained
sales personnel representing many
different technical backgrounds.
These men must deal intelligently
with problems in chemistry and engineering applied to such fields as
plastics,ceramics,textiles, and many
others.
Du Pont technical men are assigned to various types of technical
sales activity. In some spots they are
equipped to handle all phases of sell-

ing. In others they deal mainly with
customer problems. Also, certain departments maintain sales development sections, where technical problems connected with the introduction
of a new product, or a new application for an established product, are
worked out.
For example, a technical man in
one of Du Pont's sales groups was
recently called upon to help a customer make a better and less expensive hose for car radiators. Involved
were problems in compounding,such
as choice and amount of neoprene,
inert fillers, softeners, accelerators,
and antioxidants. Correct processing
methods also had to be worked out,
including optimum time and temperature of milling and extruding.
The successful completion of this

project naturally gave a good deal
of satisfaction to the customer as
well as Du Pont.
In another case a customer wanted
to reduce carbon contamination of
arc welding rod stock. A Du Pont
technical service man suggested
changes in cleaning procedures that
lowered contamination by 90 per
cent. The new process also reduced
metal loss during heat treatment—a
benefit that more than offset the cost
ofthe additional cleaning operations.
Technical men interested in sales
work usually start in a laboratory or
manufacturing plant where they can
acquire needed background.Depending on their interest and abilities,
they may then move into technical
sales service, sales development, or
direct sales.
In any of these fields, the man
with the right combination of sales
aptitude and technical knowledge
will find interesting work,and exceptional opportunities for growth in the
Du Pont Company.

W. A. Hawkins (left), B.S.M.E., Carnegie
Tech., demonstrates extrusion of "Teflon"
tetrafluoroethylene resin for a customer.

ASK FOR "Chemical Engineers at
DuPont."This new illustrated booklet
describesinitial assignments,training,
and paths of promotion. Just send a
post card to E.I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co.(Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building.
Wilmington, Delaware. Also available: "Du Pont Company and the
College Graduate" and "Mechanica
Engineers at Du Pont."

IC20
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHMESTRY
James A. Newman, B.S. in Ch.E., North Carolina State (left), discusses study of optimum
settings and conditions for carding nylon staple with Prof. J. F. Bogdan of North Carolina
State's Research Division.
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The project presented many queer
and sometimes amusing problems. It
was a challenging job, for instance, to
devise tests which were difficult
enough for these men — all the conventional ones would have been far
too easy. Dr. Roe was not discouraged; the difficulties only sharpened
her zeal. Her findings, which are by
turns surprising, puzzling and deeply revealing, are contained in this
unusual book.
The sixty-four remain anonymous,
but we know ihat they are men who
were judged by their colleagues to
be unquestionably at the top in their
fields, many of them winners of the
Nobel and other prizes. They are
products of a great variety of social,
religious and family backgrounds.
For men of prodigious accomplishment, their mental and emotional
fumbling during the years of their

development seems remarkably like
the reader's own.
Here, for all its scientific caution
and accuracy, is a spell-binding book
of personal data about sixty-four
men who were conceived and born
like the rest of us, who suffered and
grew like the rest of us, but whose
lives, at one point or another, took
that very special turn leading them
to success and esteem in scientific
research.
We point with pride to two books
which we have recently added to the
library. That they are scholarly tomes
of erudition is fully evident from a
glance at their titles. Who Blowed
Up the Church House? by Vance
Randolph shOWS a remarkable command of the English language (we
think it's English) and The Making
of a Moron, by Niall Brennan promises great things in the area of human ?I-veopmen We feel that
we should state that the Brennan
book was NOT purchased on the
recommendation of the Education
Committee of the college.

Seriously, Who Blowed up the
Church House?collecticin of
wry, droll, ribald folk tales from the
Ozark Mountain folk. If you are the
type who likes to tell a good story,
you may find some ideas here to add
to your repertoire.
The Making of a Moran
cussion of the effects of jobs which
make sub-human demands on the intelligence of the normal worker. This
book offers some food for thought.
Flatland, by A. Square.
Have you ever imagined a land of
only two dimensions? Edwin A. Abbott has written of such a place in
Flatland. The people are geometric
figures, squares, triangles, circles
and all the rest; but they are figures
with all too human emotions. Fs
pure mathematical fantasy. So, get
into a geometric frame of mind and
enjoy a descriptive journey through
Flatland.
"The man who does not read
good books has no advantage
over the man who can't read
them."

Freitag-Weinhardt
Inc.
917 Eagle St.
PHONE C-2394

PLUMBING HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
•ALBANENE,*a K&E product,is the preferred tracing paper
in thousands of drafting rooms. It is transparentized, not with
messy oils that leak, but with a special synthetic transparentizer developed by K&E. ALBANENE does not turn
brittle or lose its transparency with time. After years it is as

good as new.

*Trade Mark()

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
EST. 1867

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
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11"
Drafting,
Reproduction and
Surveying Equipment
and Materials,
Slide Rules,
Measuring Tapes.

ALLEN I. WEINHARDT
CHARLES J. KANTMANN
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This germanium refining
method keeps impurities
down to less than
5 parts in a billion

In this refining apparatus, at Western Electric's
Allentown, Pa. plant, germanium is passing through
multiple heating zones in tandem, producing a bar containing
impurities of less than 5 parts in a billion for use in transistors.
Note heating coils on the horizontal quartz tube.

A new method of metal refining, currently in use at the

Western Electric plant at Allentown, results in the production of germanium that is better than 99.9999995%
pure — the highest degree of purity ever attained in a
manufactured product.
The need for germanium of such exceptional purity
came about when research by Bell Telephone Laboratories in the field of semi-conductors led to the development of transistors, which are manufactured by Western
Electric.
The transistor is a tiny crystal device which can amplify
and oscillate. It reduces space requirements and power
consumption to a minimum.
Various forms which germanium takes before being used in transistors are shown in this photo. Bar at top is an ingot of germanium after reduction from germanium dioxide. Next is shown
the germanium ingot after the zone refining process used by
Western Electric. Below the ingots are shown 3 germanium crystals grown by machine,6 slices cut from these crystals, and several
hundred germanium wafers ready for assembly into transistors.

Germanium crystals of the size required in transistors
do not occur in nature; they are artificially grown at
Western Electric. At this stage in transistor manufacture, other elements are introduced in microscopic quantities to aid in controlling the flow of electrons through
the germanium. But before these elements can be introduced, it is necessary to start with germanium of exceptional purity, so that the impurities will not interfere
with the elements that are deliberately added.
So Bell Telephone Laboratories devised an entirely new
method of purification, known as zone refining, which
was developed to a high-production stage by Western
Electric engineers.
In zone refining a bar of germanium is passed through
a heat zone so that a molten section traverses the length
of the bar carrying the impurities with it and leaving
behind a solidified section of higher purity. By the use
of multiple heating zones in tandem,a number of molten
sections traverse the bar. Each reduces the impurity
content thus producing a bar which contains impurities
in the amount of less than five parts per billion.
Because of the importance of the transistor in electronics, the zone refining process — like so many other
Western Electric developments — has been made available to companies licensed by Western Electric to manufacture transistors.
This is one more example of creative engineering by
Western Electric men. Engineers of all skills — mechanical, electrical, chemical, industrial, metallurgical, and
civil — are needed to help us show the way in fundamental manufacturing techniques.

A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882
Manufacturing plants in Chicago, III. • Kearny, N. J. • Baltimore, Md. • Indianapolis, Ind. • Allentown & Laureldale, Pa. • Burlington, Greensboro
& Winston-Salem, N. C. • Buffalo, N. Y. • Haverhill & Lawrence, Mass. • Lincoln, Neb. • St. Paul & Duluth, Minn. Distributing Centers in 29 cities
and Installation headquarters in 15 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City.
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oxidation products, gums and acids, at synchronous motor speed around
entrained air, carbon and fuel dilu- a stationary commutator having ten
tions. Care must be taken when re- evenly spaced contact segments, one
20eueloponeni
moving the undesirable foreign mat- for each motor. One side of a circuit,
(Continued from page 26)
ter not to filter out rust inhibitors common to the ten units, enters
and other valuable additives.
through the brush and in one revothan can be accomplished by the
A number of mechanical principles lution makes contacts with each of
Magnaflo separator alone. Clear oil are employed to remove the various the stationary contacts.
is obtained by pumping it further impurities — either individually or
An idle motor is started, brought
through the two Hoffman Pressure in combination. These methods in- up to speed, and synchronized
by
Filters. These are equipped with fine clude flotation, gravity settling, fil- leaving the compressor unloaded
and
mesh screens precoated with filter- tering through various types of the motor field weak. A set of
relays
aid powder. From here the oil is re- material and vaporization distillation. then begins to reverse the motor
field
turned to the clean oil reservoir, Other methods include pressure fil- excitation and, with each reversal,
ready for use once more.
tration, magnetic separation, and the motor slips a pole. This process
Only one pressure filter is in use vacuum distillation. U. S. Hoffman continues until the motor slip
ring
at a time. The other is valved into equipment utilizing these principles contact closes at exactly
the same
the system to insure continuous has been designed in a complete instant as that motor's indexing
conoperation when the pressure on the range of models to serve the specific tact on the master reference.
At that
first filter has risen to the point needs of industry. This apparatus instant, a high
speed relay closes to
which indicates cleaning and recoat- may consist of a single compact unit terminate the field reversing
process
ing the screens is necessary. The attached to an individual machine, and to increase
the motor field curscreens in the filter to be recoated a mobile unit which moves from one rent to normal; the relay
operates
are scraped down by an externally machine to another, or a large cen- a signal to the operator that
the comoperated device which is part of the tral filtration plant handling fluids pressor may be loaded.
filter. The spent precoat powder and for the entire lepartment.
The whole secret, of course, is that
impurities removed from the screens
The main advantagcs of filtration all ten motors are adjusted so that
drop into the bottom of the filter are the conservation of the liquids
their slip ring contacts close at aptank where a cleanout door provides themselves, and the reduction of
proximately the same angular posieasy accessibility. The placement of downtime for production machines.
tions of the compressor crank for
pressure filters is such that sludge Other benefits are less tool loading
each machine. However, since each
removed from the Magnaflo unit and and increased life of tools, reduced
motor's indexing contact on the
the pressure filters falls into the number of rejects, better quality
master reference is different from
same disposal cart.
work, cleaner factory conditions, and that of every other motor, the ten
Although the filtration of fluids a reduction of shipping, storage and
compressor cranks are out of step
can and should be a highly import- disposal.
with each other and station vibration
ant factor of practically every indusis held to a minimum.
SIMPLE
METHOD
FOR
try, it is surprising how little is
known or practiced in many factor- KEEPING RECIPROCATING
NEW THIN DIAPHRAGM
ies. Millions of dollars worth of fluids MACHINES OUT OF STEP
MEETS EXTREME CONDITIONS
which are still being dumped as
Westinghouse has a solution for
Material engineers have developwaste by industrial firms can be re- keeping compressors driven by synclaimed by modern filtration meth- chronous motors out of step that is ed a new diaphragm in response to
ods. Moreover filtration equipment both novel and simple. This old prob- a challenging need. A diaphragm
is readily available and usually pays lem of keeping a battery of recipro- sensitive to minute changes in air
for itself in a short time. Filtration cating machines out of step to avoid pressure was required. Further the
is used most commonly for restoring shaking the place apart has had flexing of only a few thousandths
to their original condition, the many many solutions — often very com- of an inch had to be essentially the
same at —30 degrees C and at 110
oils used for coolants, grinding and plex.
cutting, running-in, honing and lapThis new scheme, already applied degrees C as at room temperature.
ping, circuit breakers and transform- to an installation of ten machines, It was also required that the diaers, diesel and fuel oil and rolling equips each motor with an extra phragm be air-tight, not absorb
mills. Many other fluids, including slip ring which has a contact seg- moisture, and be able to withstand
parts washing solvents and industrial ment built into a small arc on its vibration and shock common to airwaters, are also filtered. The usual periphery. This slip ring, turning borne apparatus. In addition, procontaminants of these fluids are under a pair of brushes, closes a cir- duction models of the diaphragm had
metal particles in the form of chips, cuit each motor revolution. A master to possess a high degree of uniformturnings, powder or rust, dust, dirt, reference, common to the ten motors, ity.
lint and abrasive grits, water, oil consists of a brush which is rotated
(Concluded on page 34)
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15 times longer life!
...for this TWIGG-BUILT turbine inlet casing
Sections of Type 310 stainless steel turbine
inlet casing, formerly arc-welded, are now NICRO-BRAZED.
This latest atmospheric-controlled brazing process gives the assembly
15 times the service life formerly experienced.
Nicro-Brazing is typical of the advanced metal-working techniques
employed by TWIGG in fabricating stronger, lighter, precision-built
assemblies to meet exacting performance requirements.

TWIGG CAN DO IT...for you!
Whatever your product requires ... precision fabrication, lightness with strength, heat or corrosion
resistance ... call on Twigg! Write for colorful new
brochure, "Twigg Can Do It,"
illustrating our complete
facilities for fabricating and
1i J.II.LiI machining stainless steel,
aluminum, titanium and other
high capacity metals.

MANUFACTURING FOR AIRCRAFT:

combustion chambers, transition liners, turbine casings, tail cones,
afterburners, burner supports, brackets, and other components.
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Measured against these and other
practical production requirements,
the common diaphragm materials
such as thin metals, natural and
butyl rubber fail.
The new diaphragm is of one of
the silicone rubbers and succeeds
in providing a solution to the problem. Methods have been worked out
for molding membranes of silicone
rubber as thin as 0.005 inch to aluminum discs repetitvely and meet
all the requirements. The process is
a precision one, requiring extremely
accurate control of process temperatures and times, curing cycle rates,
and a high order of cleanliness.
These diaphragms have numerous
potential applications. They have already been applied to airborne
equipment and to power switchgear.
STIRRING WITHOUT A ROD
Westinghouse has developed a
new way of stirring the melt in an
electric arc furnace. This melt, like
soup, has to be stirred to speed up
the "cooking" and provide more
uniformity of the bath. But just how
does one stir a "soup" of tons of
liquid steel? Men have done it by
hand (rabbling) — which has obvious drawbacks. Cranes sometimes
tow an ingot of steel around in the
melt. But that's not too good either.
With a d-c excited electro-magnet,
the stirring is done by remote control. The magnet is rotated below
the arc furnace. The strong flux field
enters the furnace from one pole,
passes through the melt, and so out
to the other pole of the magnet. In
so doing, it creates currents in the
steel that establish a circular flow
within it. The system requires about
165 kw for the rotating magnet,
which is driven by a 50-hp motor.
NEW AIRCRAFT FLOWMETER
Jet pilots soon will have a means
for keeping a continuous, more prePage 34

cise check on how much fuel their
aircraft consumes in flight as a result of a new device developed by
engineers of the General Electric
Company.
The equipment, called a mass flowmeter, measures the actual fuel being gulped down by thirsty jet engines in terms of pounds per hour
and indicates it on the aircraft's instrument panel.
The flowmeter will aid pilots or
flight engineers by making it simpler
for them to compute remaining flying time. It also will give them a
quick method of evaluating engine
operating efficiency through comparison with data gathered from past
experience.
The heat content of jet fuel is
based on its weight rather than its
volume. This means, the engineers
point out, that the specific gravity
of the fuel (its weight compared
with the weight of water) becomes
a prime factor in the amount of
"push" it will give to the engine.
Since specific gravity varies with
the type of fuel and its temperature,
measurement of the mass of the fuel
at the time of its use is essential in
determining the efficiency of fuel
consumption.
TRAVELING EXHIBIT
TELEVISED FOR STUDENTS
Now possibilities for greater cooperation between business and education — that's the prognostication
up at Purdue University today.
The forecast stems from a novel
closed circuit TV presentation of a
manufacturer's traveling display in
the University's classrooms.
Believed to be the first instance of
industry-education cooperation of
this type, the experiment took place
late in January. Purdue initiated it
when the university invited the Eastman Kodak Company to bring its
exhibit, "Optics For Industry" to the
campus to help students learn more
about the application of optical
methods to gaging and inspection.
Currently touring the country in
a 35-foot truck, the exhibit is similar
to many manufacturers' traveling
displays. It includes two Kodak Con-

tour Projectors designed for quick,
accurate, and economical inspection
of many mechanical parts, also a
number of panels illustrating the
theory and application of this equipment. The display is of particular
interest to process engineers and
quality control people since one optical gage can often do the work of
many mechanical gages at far less
inspection and gage maintenance
costs.
Normally 12 to 15 people are invited to visit the truck simultaneously. There they are shown a movie
and hear a talk illustrated by the
display panels. This type of operation is quite satisfactory at industrial plants but, since Purdue's general engineering classes total 350 students alone — and many members
of the school's faculty wished to visit
the truck as well — it would have
taken many days of "normal" operation to handle all who desired to see
the display.
To enable the maximum number
to benefit in the shortest period of
time, Purdue's Professor 0. D. Lascoe borrowed a Utiliscope closed
circuit TV camera and screen from
the Diamond Power Tool Company
of Lancaster, Ohio. Kodak then
brought its truck to the school,
parked it outside the engineering
buildings, and the TV unit was set
to transmit images from inside the
truck to a nearby classroom.
Two shows a day were held. More
than 100 students, faculty members,
and representatives of nearby businesses and industries watched each
show. Robert J. Hudak, of Kodak's
Special Products Sales Division,
talked in the classroom while the
camera — at his direction — picked
out various panels in the truck. Following the talk, and a question and
answer period, students were invited
to tour the truck itself. Approximately 2,000 people visited the truck
in two days.
In the opinion of Professor H. A.
Bolz, Head of Purdue's Department
of General Engineering, and others
who witnessed the test, the technique
has definite possibilities of value
both to schools and manufacturers
offering similar traveling displays.
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Austin Bush, Rensselaer, 750,
Helps Develop New Pump

AUSTIN BUSH, inspecting stuffing
box assembly on boiler feed pump.

Reports interesting project engineering assignments at Worthington
"Despite its size as the leading manufacturer in its
field," says Austin Bush,"I have found Worthington pays
considerable attention to the interests of the individual.
The company's excellent training program consists of
several months of working with the various types of
equipment manufactured, augmented by technical lectures, and talks on the organization of the corporation.
"Following this training, I was given an opportunity to
choose the department in which I wanted to work—
engineering, sales, or manufacturing. My choice was

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, see your College Place-

ment Bureau or write to the Personnel and Training Department, Worthington Corporation,Harrison,New Jersey.

the engineering department where I have already been
assigned to several interesting projects.
"In addition to the training program, the members of
our engineering department hold monthly seminars at
which engineering topics of general interest are discussed.
"Opportunities for advancement are good,and pleasant
associates make Worthington a fine place to work."
When you're thinking of a good job, think high—think
Worthington.

WORTHINGTON
.00"SZWit.
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Stolen by Dick Bosshardt, m.e., jr., Ralph Branson, m.e., jr., and Frank Potts, m.e., soph.
Then there's the one about the
engineer who got a part-time job
as janitor in a sorority house, and
was given a passkey to every room
in the place. After a week or so
on the job, he ran into the housemother.
"Aren't you going to stop in at
the office and pick up your check ?"
"What," exclaimed the engineer,
"do I get paid, too?"
* * * *
Hubby wandered in at 3 a.m.
after a glorious evening.
In a few minutes a series of unearthly squawks howled out of the
radio.
Wifie looked into the room and
discovered him twisting the dial
back and forth frantically.
"For heaven"s sake, what in the
world are you doing?" she exclaimed.
"G'way. G'way. Don't bother
me," he yelled. "Somebody's locked
in the safe and I've forgotten the
combination."
E.E.: "What's that crawling up
the wall?"
Ch.E.: "A lady bug."
E.E.: "Man, what crazy eyesight!"
* * * *
Two engineering students were
taking calculus for the first time
and while waiting for the instructor to arrive, they took a quick perusal through the book. One of them
came across some formulas at the
back of the book.
"Tell me," one asked his friend,
"can you read that?"
Page 36

"No," replied his friend, "but if
I had my flute with me I could play
it."
*

*

*

A person who claims that absolute zero is impossible to obtain
hasn't taken a quiz in EEE yet.

An E. E. stared into a mirror
one morning and, noting his bloodshot eyes, resolved never to go into a bar again.
"That television," he muttered,
"is ruining my eyes."
* * * *

Secretary: "Professor, isn't this
the exam you gave last semester?"
Professor: "Yes, but it's all
Voice on phone. "Are you the
right. I've changed the answers
desk clerk?"
Desk Clerk: "Ya, what's eatin' this year."
*
*
*
*
you?"
During mock maneuvers an army
Voice: "That's what I'd like to
commander
ordered a notice to be
know."
*
*
*
*
displayed on a bridge stating:
"This bridge has been destroyed by
Student: "Why didn't I make a air attack." But to his chagrin, he
hundred on that history exam?"
noticed through his field glasses
Professor: "Do you remember that a foot regiment was crossing
the question of why the pioneers the bridge despite his orders. He
went into the wilderness ?"
sent his adjutant to the officer in
Student: "Yes."
charge post-haste to find out how
Professor: "Well, your answer he dared to defy his orders. An
while very interesting, was incor- hour later the adjutant was back.
"It's all right, sir," he reported.
rect."
*
*
*
*
"The troops are wearing signs saying 'we are swimming'."
"It's quite simple," explained one
*
*
of the M.E.'s in EEE,"to hook up
I had sworn to be a bachelor,
an electric power circuit. We mereShe had sworn to be a bride,
ly fasten leads to the terminals and
I guess you know the answer—
pull the switch. If the motor runs,
She had nature on her side.
we take our readings. If it smokes,
* * * *
we sneak it back and get another
Last night I held a little hand,
one."
So
dainty and so sweet.
*
*
*
*
I thought my heart would surely
A despondent old gentleman
break,
emerged from his club and climbed So wildly did it beat.
into his limousine.
No other hand in all this world,
"Where to, sir?" asked his Can greater solace bring,
chauffeur.
Than that sweet hand I held last
"Drive off a cliff, James, I'm
night.
committing suicide."
Four aces and a king.
*

*

*

*
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No. 7 in a Kodak Series

Photography
reads the meters
2S00anhall"
Dial a call—an accurate register counts it—
then each month photography records the total,
precisely right, ready for correct billing.

a day, hundreds of thouTsands of dialhours
phones click their demands in
WENTY-FOUR

many central exchanges of the New York Telephone
Company.
Little meters keep careful tally of the calls. Then
the night before each bill is dated, photography
reads the up-to-the-minute totals in a fraction of
the time it could be done in any other way. Here is
an idea that offers businesses everywhere simplification in copying readings on meters, dials or
other recording instrumentation.
Photography fits this task especially well for two
reasons. It is lightning fast. It can't make a mistake.
This is another example of the ways photography
saves time, cuts costs, reduces error, improves output. In large businesses—small businesses—photography can do big jobs. In fact, today so many new
applications of photography exist that graduates
in the physical sciences and in engineering find
them valuable tools in their new occupations. Other
graduates —together with returning servicemen —
have been led to find positions with the Eastman
Kodak Company.
If you are interested, write to Business and Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, N.Y.

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, N. Y.

At New York Telephone Company exchanges a
unique camera records the dial message register
readings—up to 25 at a clip—saving countless
man-hours of labor, assuring utmost accuracy and at the same time providing a
permanent record.

ENGINEERS
IS YOUR CAREER HERE?

RESEARCH—World famous for its achievements in both pure and
applied science, G-E research is led by scientists whose names are
known everywhere. The many Company laboratories cover a wide
range of scientific investigations. Research activities include physics,
chemistry, metallurgy, mechanical and electrical problems, ceramics,
and many other fields.

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING—Development
engineers are continually obtaining and
assessing new basic engineering and scientific knowledge to make possible new developments. They serve as consultants to
help in the solutions of engineering problems, which often require research, experimentation, and the development of a new
product or component.

Sound engineering is one of the foundation stones of
General Electric's leadership in the electrical industry.
The importance of the role of the engineer has been
recognized from the very beginning of the Company.
Since 1892, G.E.'s Engineering Program—the oldest onthe-job training program in industry—has been affording
young engineers widespread opportunities for professional
development.
Besides the engineering fields briefly described here,
career opportunities with a bright future are waiting for
engineers in other important fields at General Electric
... in manufacturing engineering ... sales engineering
... installation and service engineering ... advertising
... administration ... other specialties in engineering.
If you are an engineer interested in building a career
with an expanding and ever-growing Company see your
college placement director for the next visit of the G-E
representative on your campus. Meanwhile, for further
information on opportunities with G.E., write to College
Editor, Dept. 2-123, General Electric Co., Schenectady
5, N.Y.

DESIGN ENGINEERING To maintain leadership in the electrical field, design engineers
are constantly striving to develop new and
better products. Their skill is largely responsible for the steam and gas turbines, motors,
heat pump, control equipment, and many
other products. In electronics, they design
equipment for television broadcasting and
reception, radar, and other electronic equipment.

APPLICATION ENGINEERING -Since much
equipment today is designed for a specific
use, the application engineer must have a
broad knowledge of the industry for which
a particular product is being designed. Because G-E products are widely used throughout industry, imagination, determination
and a sound knowledge of engineering are
important assets in this ever-growing field.
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